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The USA Today bestselling book by Leia Stone and Jaymin Eve.  Did Charlie Bennett ever tell you

that vampires are evil spawn? Well they are!She's had just about enough of them and when the

unthinkable happens, she decides it might just be time to use her blood as a weapon against them.

It's time for a little anarchy.*Recommended reading age 17+ due to language.
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I wish there was a way to put 2.5 stars because I don't think this book even deserves 3 stars. First

let me say that I am huge fan of the Walker and Supernatural Prison series by Jaymin Eve. She has

a knack for writing young and maturing characters which is well developed and that is why I started

reading the Hive series. I really wanted to love these books but Charlie is as other reviewers have

pointed out one of the most immature characters to portray a female heroine I have ever read. And

yes that's a read because she is supposed to be immature as she is only cruising into twenty but in

addition she is also rash and incredibly ignorant.She wants to be respected by the "sexy six" a

group of men composed of those with real life combat training and some nearly old enough to be



her grandfather so how does she gain that respect? By ditching her bodyguards when at any time

she could be taken and killed for her magic unicorn blood and taking all kinds of risks that are

unacceptable - see entering secret Hive room with Jayden to read forbidden files at the risk of

immediate discovery and torture AFTER being told not to use her keycard recklessly. I could go on

but its not necessary. Charlie is not a very well written or mature character despite that she is likable

however I have a hard time seeing the other sexy six letting her take charge of an outing which she

did or seeing Ryder falling in love with her particular brand of brash and reckless immaturity.Add to

this her supposed best friend Tessa essentially ends up being written into a grave of betrayal and

disloyalty as she forgoes the old saying "bros before hoes" for her new love and her entree into the

elite world of vampirism. Even when the writers tried to bail her out at the end it felt forced and did

not at all redeem her infantile and surprising behavior for someone who was supposed to not be

able to live without her friend by her side. I was shocked as I read it. Now let's leave aside Tessa

and also address the rushed and somewhat forced romantic confession Ryder delivers to Charlie

after her full disclosure of her history. It was rushed and it was sloppy after the slow buildup in book

one it left me disappointed though I felt the rest of their relationship development was fine.Overall

this book is passable however if you are looking for a heroine or mature writing like that of Jane

Yellowrock's Skinwalker Series by Faith Hunter or Kate Daniels of the Magic Strikes series by Illona

Andrews (who have perfectly worked out two writers balancing a character and world development)

or even the wacky escapades of Rachel Morgan from the Hollows Series by Kim Harrison you will

be sorely disappointed. It felt like I was reading an adult novel written at the level of a 16 year old.

It's a let down too since I found the variation on this world of vampirism had so much more potential

than what it was written as.

Do you like a strong, quirky, female heroine? How about action? Suspense? Romance? Comedy?

Best friends?If any of the above descriptions are things you enjoy in a great novel than Anarchy is

the book for you.I didn't think it was possible but Leia and Jaymin did it again and truly made an

amazing sequel. From the first page I wascompletely hooked and invested in the characters story.

You can't help but root for Charlie, Jayden and their sexy six. Leia and Jaymin do a great job

making feel like you know the characters on a personal basis to the point of feeling that they are

your friends. If you are looking for a great new story to lose yourself in I HIGHLY recommend this

series as I have nothing bad to say about it. Time can't pass soon enough for me until the next

chapter this story is released. Hope you enjoy!



I love Charlene "aka Charlie" and the sexy six enforcers. While I read the book. I feel like I am apart

of the story and that I am one of the enforcers. I imagine I am Sam the awesome computer expert

but also Jared the Aussie enforcer. Take those two characters and combine them together and I get

me. An awesome Aussie enforcer with some gnarly computer skills.Reading the Thanksgiving

Dinner part made me remember Thanksgiving dinner with my friends who are my family. Plus it

made me crave for some Green Bean Casserole and other side dishes.On of my most favorite parts

of the book is when I read "Both of the groups were doing the whole dominance staredown thing.

Except for me, Because I was born with a brain instead of a Penis." Charlie said it.I totally want to

see this series turn into a movie. I would pay full price to see the movie.

I seriously couldn't put this book down. After starting and finishing this book in 24 hours I was

excited and shocked! Charlie is now finally getting to decide things for herself even if her friends

don't agree. She is changing history and everyone is following her lead. After her friend Tessa

changes her life and her mother is in danger and then finally her father! I can't even get into words

how well put together this story is.And finally Charlie and Ryder get more time together and the

feelings and relationship start.I love the sexy six and their love for Charlie. They are all family and it

makes me happy that they fight for each other and they all trust each other.This is a book well worth

it and needs to be read! Amazing story!

I LOVED this book! I will admit I loved the first one and could NOT wait for this one but I had to! I

was worried that I would be let down with this second one. OMG was I WRONG! Happily so, i'll add!

This book went perfectly with the first! I love the characters! The authors even threw in some twists

and turns! I honestly can't wait till the third!! Also the fact that the cliff hanger and I have something

in common makes the wait even harder!!

Finished the roller coaster that is 'Anarchy' last night and loved loved loved the twist at the end. So

many laughs, a few tears, adrenaline pumping action, and lots of HoTness! It was great getting to

know the Sexy Six better, all have interesting back stories that keep you wanting more. Jayden and

Charlies relationship continues to get tighter while Tessa continues to make questionable choices,

go figure! I love the polarizing affect Charlie has on everyone she meets, both good and bad, but it

is certain she is going to shake up the status quo in the world of Vampires and Ash! I took my time

and savored this as best as I could but still went quicker than I wanted, can't wait for 'Annihilate'
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